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P R E FA CE
_
Welcome to Home Run as a small group tool for life change. This material has been
created by Charlie Wetzel, who is John Maxwell's writer, the wordsmith behind
Home Run, an elder on the 12Stone Board of directors, and a dear friend.
Furthermore, he is a major league player in small groups. From the training videos
provided to the small groups guides, Charlie is a gift to the Body of Christ. I am
grateful he voluntarily provided all these materials to help pastors and lay people
run life by God's game plan.

– Pastor Kevin Myers

T HE B E A U T Y A ND VA L UE OF S M A L L GROUP S
_
Leading a small group is one of the most spiritually impacting tasks you can do as a
member of the Body of Christ. Not only does it have the potential to change the lives of the
people in your group, it also has the potential to change yours. As you accept responsibility
for helping to facilitate the spiritual growth of others, you grow closer to God and learn to
depend on Him. Out of your own growth, you will be better able to create an environment
where the Holy Spirit can help others to grow.
Small groups are the heart of the local church, and they are as old as the Church itself. Jesus’
interaction with the disciples looks a lot like our modern small groups. In Jesus’ group,
people developed relationships, learned from one another, accepted challenges that helped
them to grow, cared for one another, reached out to others, and learned to lead effectively.
When a small group is working at its best, it is a full representation of the church to which
it belongs. The best small groups do all the same things their larger counterpart does:
carry and communicate the vision, share the Gospel, challenge and instruct believers,
provide pastoral care, reach out beyond the church to the community, and fulfill the
Great Commission. For that reason, there are few ministries in the local church better at
preparing a follower of Christ for leadership.
As you lead your small group, your primary goal should be to build positive relationships
and create a positive environment where people can be authentic so the Holy Spirit is free
to work. If you are able to do that, you have the potential to be a highly effective leader.
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W H AT GOOD S M A L L GROUP L E A DE R S DO E A CH W E E K
_
You can be successful at leading a faith-based small group—no matter whether you are a
long-time follower of Christ or a new believer, a person experienced in group dynamics or
new to it, a highly gifted natural leader or a novice to leadership. To give yourself the best
chance at success, do the following things every week:
1. Prepare yourself spiritually. The most important thing you can do is spend time
with God during the week. If you remain close to God, you will be more sensitive to the
Holy Spirit when your group meets and remain on God’s agenda. In addition, pray for each
person and ask God where each needs to grow and how you can help.
2. Review or read the material in advance of the next meeting. Preparation and
positive group interaction is more important than the selection of material. Any good
material can lead to great results through preparation. In contrast, even great material can
be a letdown because of poor preparation. Know what you intend to cover during your
group time and seek God’s guidance as you prepare.
3. Know the goal of the meeting and create a lesson plan made of questions. The
desired result for every meeting must be action! Your task each week is to ask questions in
such a way that people open up to each other, sense truth from God, see themselves in light
of it, and take action to change based on the Holy Spirit’s direction. For Home Run, much of
this part of the preparation has been done for you if you use one of the three plans
provided.
4. Meet with a developing leader from the group. Every leader in the Body of Christ
should spend time developing another leader. Select someone with the potential to lead
from within the group and spend time weekly investing in his or her spiritual development
and leadership ability. Discuss the strategy and goals for each week’s session, as well as
how you can best serve and lead the members of the group.
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5. Make sure the setting is conducive to positive interaction. Prior to each
meeting, make sure the environment is positive for meeting. Ask yourself some questions:
Will everyone be comfortable? Does the setup promote discussion and interaction? Will the
group time be free from unwanted interruptions? Can you make food available before or
after the meeting? Is there anything in the environment that will detract from the time?
Politely and kindly make any necessary adjustments before people arrive.
6. Facilitate the group time well by creating energy and making it fun as well as
rewarding. One of the best things you can do as a group leader is create and direct the
energy of your group. People who laugh and have a good time are more likely to talk, and a
group where everyone talks is easier to lead. When people enjoy their group, they keep
coming back. If you can get every person to contribute and no single person to dominate,
you’ll be doing well as a leader. Always remember, your goal is to encourage others to selfdiscover where God wants them to change and commit themselves to actions that will help
them grow.
7. Meet with people outside of the group time. As a small group leader, your best
hope is to create a positive environment where people develop authentic relationships and
are open to the Holy Spirit’s movement. And God can do some wonderful things within a
small group. However, much of the real action happens outside of the group. People are
often more willing to open up more and to seek counsel one-on-one. Spend time outside of
the group with your people to deepen your relationships with them, challenge them, and
serve them.
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EIGH T-W E E K P L A N
_
This eight-week plan allows you to dig into Home Run and go after key life issues. Your goal
is to help group members understand God’s pattern for living, recognize how they have
been doing life, and make adjustments to better conform to God’s design.
As a leader, do not judge the people in your group or try to push them to grow. Instead, be
honest about your own need for growth and the lessons you’ve learned, and allow people
to respond to the Holy Spirit’s promptings to change.
OVERVIEW
Here is an overview of how the eight weeks are planned:
(Each participant having a copy of the book would be beneficial, however, it isn’t mandatory.
The weekend series teaching has driven the concept. During the small group you can choose
to read a paragraph or two from the book as needed.)
WEEK FOCUS
1

Meet Together, Get to Know One Another, and Set Expectations for the Group

2

“The Life You Want” & “Hopes, Dreams and Delays” (Chapters 1 & 2)

3

“God’s Game Plan for Winning at Life” & “Parables, Baseball, and the Home Run
Life” (Chapters 3 & 4)

4

“Home Plate: How to Win with God” (Chapter 5)

5

“First Base: How to Win Within” (Chapter 6)

6

“Second Base: How to Win with Others” (Chapter 7)

7

“Third Base: How to Win Results” (Chapter 8)

8

“Scoring: How to Keep Living and Winning God’s Way” (Chapter 9)
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WEEK 1
_
M E E T T OGE T HE R , GE T T O K NO W ONE A NO T HE R , A ND
S E T E X P E C TAT ION S F OR T HE GROUP
_
FOCUS
This first week you will set the tone for the next seven weeks. Your focus should be on the
people in your group. You want to put them at ease, create a positive environment, and
make them feel welcome. We strongly suggest that you make food a part of the meeting’s
activity, even if you don’t plan to do it the other weeks. There’s something about eating
together that breaks down barriers.
GOAL
Make every person feel welcome and help them to get to know one another.
SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
For someone who is new to church or who has never been part of a small group, coming to
the first meeting can be very intimidating. For many people, it’s a big risk. Make that risk
pay off. By the time people leave, make them glad that they came.

PLAN FOR THE MEETING
1. Facilitate Relationship Building: This meeting’s focus is primarily social. As the leader,
make an effort to greet every person individually as they arrive and chat with them briefly.
Be the host and put them at ease. Introduce people to someone else and help them start
a conversation, then move on to someone else. Try to facilitate connection among people.
Having food out for people to eat often helps to create a pleasant environment.
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2. Bring Everyone Together: After people have had an adequate time to interact, call
together everyone to meet in a circle for discussion.
3. Open in Prayer: Pray, but keep it brief. Invite God into the group.
4. Welcome: Thank everyone for coming. Introduce yourself, and explain that the group
will be meeting for eight weeks to discuss Home Run. Let them know that the main purpose
of the night is to get to know one another and that you will start discussing the book next
week.
5. Icebreaker: Your goal for an icebreaker is to increase the energy of the group, learn
things about each person, and make things fun. After you state the question, be the first to
answer it, keeping in mind that your answer sets the tone for those who follow you:
“Tell everyone your name, who you knew in the group before today, and one
interesting and little-known fact about yourself.”
6. Scripture: A short passage from the Bible is included in the plan each week because
the Word of God is key to helping people grow spiritually. You can read the passage aloud
or ask someone in the group to do so. After it has been read, ask, “Is there a word in the
passage that stands out to you? If so, tell why.” Someone might say devoted because
growth requires commitment or fellowship because of the value of relationships or homes
because it reminds them of small groups. This exercise is to help set the tone for the
discussion and should be brief.
This session’s passage is Acts 2:42, 46-47
They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer…. Every day they continued to meet together in
the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad
and sincere hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people. And
the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved.
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7. Questions: Today there is only one question: “How did you come to be a part of this
group, and what do you hope to get out of it by the time we’re finished? ” This will help
you better understand everyone’s mindset coming into the group. Encourage everyone to
speak freely, tell stories, make jokes, etc.
8. Assignment: Ask everyone to read the first two chapters of Home Run: “The Life You
Want” & “Hopes, Dreams and Delays.”
9. Logistics: If you need to settle or communicate any logistics, such as time and place of
future meetings, childcare, arrangements for food, etc., do so before the end of the meeting.
10. Closing Prayer: As a leader, you never want to put people on the spot by asking them
to pray aloud if you don’t already know they are comfortable doing it. So prior to this first
meeting, ask someone you know in the group if he or she would be comfortable praying
aloud at the end of the group time. As you close the meeting, communicate that the prayer
time is open to anyone who wants to pray, and that the person you’ve previously asked
will open the prayer time and you will close it. Then simply give some time to allow anyone
who wants to pray to do so before you close. And pay attention to who prays and how they
pray because it will give you insight into where they are spiritually.
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WEEK 2
_
“ T H E L IF E Y O U WA N T ” & “H O P E S , DR E A M S
A N D DE L AY S ”
_
FOCUS
It may be difficult for people this early in the group process to be open with one another
about where their life might not be matching up to their hopes and dreams, so you may
not be able to delve too deeply about their present circumstances. However, people are
often more willing to talk about their past. That will help everyone get to know one another
better and begin opening doors to deeper and more honest conversations.
GOAL
Help people recognize and examine any gap they may be experiencing between God’s
invitation to “life to the full” and their current circumstances. Continue building
relationships and helping people connect with one another.
SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
Many people don’t like letting others know about where they are not succeeding. Long-time
Christians can be especially reluctant about this. Speak honestly (but appropriately) about
where you are trying to improve and change in order to live life to the full, and other people
in the group may be more likely to let their guard down and open up.
PLAN FOR THE MEETING
1. Facilitate Relationship Building: We recommend that you continue to have some social
component to the meeting. Give people a chance to interact and build friendships. Food is
often a great catalyst for positive interaction.
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2. Open in Prayer: Get everyone together and pray to signal that it’s time to start. Invite
God to set the agenda for the meeting.
4. Welcome and Logistics: Go out of your way to make everyone feel welcome. Take care
of any logistics at this time.
5. Icebreaker: Remember that the goal for the icebreaker is to increase the energy of the
group, help everyone learn more about one another, and make the meeting fun. After you
state the question, be the first to answer it, keeping in mind that your answer sets the tone
for those who follow you:
“When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up and why? ”
6. Scripture: Read John 10: 9:10, or ask someone in the group to read it. As you did the
previous week, invite people to talk about what stands out to them in the passage.
I am the gate; whoever enters through me will be saved. They will come in and
go out, and find pasture. The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I
have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.
7. Questions: You will note that the discussion is designed using relatively few questions.
It’s preferred to get people talking openly and to genuinely process ideas than to cover a
lot of information. When you ask a question, be comfortable with silence as you wait for
someone to speak. If discussion lags, ask, “What does everyone else think?” In the event
that you want to supplement the questions provided, you can always add questions from
“John’s Application Guide” at the end of the chapters.
a. “What was the most interesting thing to you in the reading you did for this
week’s session? ” This question is to get people talking and to remind them of
what they read.
b. “Myers says in chapter two that many Christians’ lives fall short of their
dreams and of God’s desires for them. Do you agree or disagree? Why? ” This
safe opinion question will allow people to express their views without yet having to
reveal personal information that might make them feel uncomfortable. At the same
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time, you will gain insight into how people think and what they believe.
c. “Have you experienced a delay in a dream, as Myers did? If so, how did you
react to it? ” This is more personal, but it is focused on the past, which can feel
safer to talk about than the present.
d. “Maxwell describes an abundance mindset (p. 10), saying that God’s love and
resources never run out. How does this abundance mindset about God
compare to yours? ” This question is a little more personal.
e. “Myers says that God has more for us. (p. 9). What would ‘more’ look like for
you personally? Describe life to the full.” This final question is the most
personal, and it asks people to articulate what they really want out of life.
8. Assignment: Ask everyone to read chapters 3 and 4 of Home Run: “God’s Game Plan
for Winning at Life” & “Parables, Baseball, and the Home Run Life.”
9. Closing Prayer: Communicate again that the prayer time is open to anyone who
wants to pray. Open and close the prayer time as you did at the end of the previous meeting.
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WEEK 3
_
“GO D ’ S G A M E P L A N F O R W IN NIN G AT L IF E” &
“PA R A B L E S , B A S E B A L L , A N D T H E H O M E R U N L IF E”
_
FOCUS
For this meeting, people will have read about the four growth gates for living life God’s
way: Winning Dependence, Winning Within, Winning with Others, and Winning Results.
Depending on their spiritual maturity and life experience, some people may recognize and
connect with these ideas. Most mature believers will readily acknowledge that these four
areas are important. The real “aha” for most will be the idea that most of us tend to run
the bases backwards.
GOAL
You have three goals for this session: Try to help everyone 1) acknowledge that these
four areas are the key to the full life Jesus describes in John 10:10; 2) encourage people to
identify how they have been running life’s bases up to now; and 3) invite them to commit
to work toward living according to God’s pattern.
SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
This may be the trickiest session you lead while discussing Home Run. There can be
sticking points for people in many areas. Some may not recognize that Connection with
God, Character, Community, and Competence are the four core areas for success by God’s
standard. Some may push back against the idea of running the bases in the right order.
Others may have a difficult time recognizing how they have been living life up to now.
Invite them to join you in processing this information, but don’t try to force the issue.
There is still time in coming weeks for people to understand how they’ve been living and
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recognize the changes they need to make.
PLAN FOR THE MEETING
1. Facilitate Relationship Building: Continue finding ways to build relationships. If
things are starting to get predictable, be creative. Introduce food to the group, if you
haven’t already done so, ask members of the group to meet someone they don’t know well
to learn three things about them, or play a game where people must get answers to
questions from one another in order to win.
2. Open in Prayer: Get everyone together and pray to signal that it’s time to start. Invite
God to set the agenda for the meeting.
4. Welcome and Logistics: Welcome everyone and take care of any logistics at this time.
5. Icebreaker: Some leaders are tempted to stop using icebreakers after a few weeks.
Don’t give in to that temptation. Icebreakers have high value, even for groups that have
met together for months or years. (I’ve led small groups for over twenty-five years. I’ve
never led a session where I did not start with an ice breaker, and I’ve had group members
for whom the ice breaker was their favorite part of group each week.)
“What kind of athlete were you growing up, and what kind of history do you have
with sports? Has it been positive or negative? ”
6. Scripture: Read Romans 12:1-2, or ask someone in the group to read it. As you did
the previous week, invite people to talk about what stands out to them in the passage.
Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer
your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true
and proper worship. Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and
approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.
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7. Questions: The questions follow the same pattern as in the previous session.
Encourage everyone to talk and open up, but don’t allow any one person to dominate the
discussion.
a. “What were the four growth gates Myers mentioned in Home Run and what
bases represented each of them?” This question is to get people talking and to
remind them of what they read.
b. “Why do you think Myers says that dependence is the key to growing in
maturity and living life to the full? ” This is a pretty safe opinion question you
can use to start the discussion.
c. “Do you think any person would be capable of living a home run life (life to
the full) while neglecting and failing at one of the four key areas? If so,
explain.” This is designed to get everyone thinking about the credibility of the
four growth gates.
d. “Myers says he relates to Joseph. Which person in the Bible do you relate to
most? Why? ” This can start to get personal, but because people will be talking
a lot about a biblical figure, it’s a fairly safe way to enter the subject.
e. “Which of the four bases have you spent the most time working on in your
life? ” This is more personal, but most people are willing to talk about their
wins.
f. “Which of the four bases have you neglected most? ” Ideally you would
encourage every person to answer this question, but don’t embarrass anyone by
pressing too much.
g. “If you think you may not have been running the bases God’s way, what do
you think might change if you started living God’s way and going around the
bases the way God wants us to? ” This question invites people to declare that
they would like to change. The hope is that it will open the door to a
commitment for growth.
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h. “How willing are you to commit to changing in order to have a better life? ”
Invite people to make a commitment.
8. Assignment: Ask everyone to read chapter 5 of Home Run: “Home Plate: How to Win
with God.”
9. Closing Prayer: Communicate again that the prayer time is open to anyone who wants
to pray. Open and close the prayer time as you did at the end of the previous meeting. As
you pray, ask God to help you and everyone else never put a period where God puts a
comma.
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WEEK 4
_
“H O M E P L AT E : H O W T O W IN W I T H GO D”
_
FOCUS
This week’s focus is on connecting with God at Home Plate. Because the people in your
group may be at many different stages in the spiritual journey, you need to try to engage
people who have different needs from one another. And you will be asking them to
reveal things about themselves and their walk with God. Some people will resist being
transparent about this. They may not want to admit they are not pursuing God’s purpose
with His power. (Or they may not be self-aware enough to know whether they are.) And
long-time Christians may be very reluctant to admit that they are at the amateur league
level when it comes to connecting with God. For this reason, you may need to reveal your
own challenges in this area to open the door for discussion.
GOAL
Your goal this week is to get people to set aside time to slow down and engage with God
on whatever level they can based on where they are in the spiritual journey.
SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
When you talk to most believers about connecting with God, they express a genuine
desire to do it, and at the same time most feel guilty because they don’t follow through as
much as they would like to. Try to encourage people to let go of their guilt and find a way
to take a concrete step forward in connecting with God in the coming week. If you have
spiritually unresolved people in your group, some of the discussion about connecting with
God may not make sense to them. Ask them to be open to what God may have for them,
and encourage them to ask God to reveal Himself to them in some way.
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PLAN FOR THE MEETING
1. Facilitate Relationship Building: Continue finding ways to build relationships. If
things are starting to get predictable, be creative.
2. Open in Prayer: Get everyone together and pray to signal that it’s time to start. Invite
God to set the agenda for the meeting.
4. Welcome and Logistics: Welcome everyone and take care of any logistics at this time.
5. Icebreaker: “What is one of your favorite childhood memories with you dad, mom,
or other adult relative? Tell the story and why it’s one of your favorites.”
6. Scripture: Read John 15:4-5, or ask someone in the group to read it. As you did the
previous week, invite people to talk about what stands out to them in the passage.
Remain in me, as I also remain in you. No branch can bear fruit by itself; it
must remain in the vine. Neither can you bear fruit unless you remain in me. I
am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, you will
bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.
7. Questions: The questions follow the same pattern as in the previous session.
Encourage everyone to talk and open up, but don’t allow any one person to dominate the
discussion.
a. “Do you think most people today have a strong sense of purpose which they
are striving toward, or are they just trying to get by and do the best they
can? Why? ” Most people will probably be willing to share an opinion based on
their observations.
b. “Which brother do you identify with more, Jacob who sometimes forced
things to get that he wanted, or Esau who was more passive and tended to
wait? Explain.” This question requires a bit more openness.
c. “Ernie Johnson had cancer. Jacob feared that his brother would kill him. Do
you think a person has to experience a crisis to learn how to depend on
God? Explain.” This question goes back to opinion, but it reveals a person’s
point of view and experience.
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d. “In the chapter, Myers described four ways to live:
s /UR 0URPOSE WITH /UR 0OWER n 4HE %MPTY ,IFE
s /UR 0URPOSE WITH 'ODS 0OWER n 4HE 5NFULFILLED ,IFE
s 'ODS 0URPOSE WITH /UR 0OWER n 4HE &RUSTRATED ,IFE OR
s 'ODS 0URPOSE WITH 'ODS 0OWER n 4HE &ULL ,IFE
Which best describes how you feel about your current situation? Why? ” The
emphasis in the question is on where people are now. Seasons of life change
and how people feel now may be different from how they felt in the past.
There’s a risk that people won’t open up, but now that you’re in the fourth week,
it’s time to give them a chance to do so.
e. “In baseball, everyone starts out in Little League, but for some reason when
it comes to spiritual leagues of play, people have a hard time believing they
should start as an amateur. But there is no shame in starting small. Where
are you when it comes to your spiritual level of play:
s !MATEUR ,EAGUE n ,EARNING 'ODS 0RINCIPLES AND /BEYING
s -INOR ,EAGUE n ,EANING INTO 'ODS 0ROMPTS OR
s -AJOR ,EAGUE n ,EANING 5PON 'ODS &AVOR
Explain why you are where you think you are.” With this question, you’re
asking people to assess where they are spiritually and to acknowledge it
publically. This may be very difficult for some people. They may be encouraged if
you speak first about your experiences. If you are currently a major leaguer, then
talk about when you were an amateur and a minor leaguer.
f. “What is the thing in your current ‘league’ that you would most like to win
during this season, and is there a way anyone in the group could help you? ”
This gets people thinking about where they want to grow and hopefully
encourages them to ask for help.
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8. Assignment:
a. Ask everyone to read chapter 6 of Home Run: “First Base: How to Win
Within.”
b. In addition, ask everyone to spend a block of time with God this week based
on their current “league of play.” If they’ve never done this before, they may
want to spend eight minutes doing ACTS. Others may want to engage in an
extended prayer time or take a day off from work to connect with God. Tell them
that the main thing is to commit to it, schedule it, and follow through.
9. Closing Prayer: Challenge everyone in the group to pray aloud, even if it’s only one
sentence. Acknowledge how uncomfortable and scary it is when you’re not used to it, but
ask everyone to pray as a step of growth. However, challenge and encourage them, but do
not force everyone to pray or go in order around the circle. If there are people who don’t
pray, allow some awkward silence. Then announce that you are about to close out the
prayer time and you want to give anyone who hasn’t prayed yet another minute to do so.
Then close in prayer.
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WEEK 5
_
“F IR S T B A S E : H O W T O W IN W I T HIN”
_
FOCUS
Character is often the most neglected base for people. In many Christian circles, it is
assumed that people work on it. However, many believers neglect character as much as
their non-believing counterparts do. The hope is that in this fifth week of the study, you
have built strong relationships among group members and developed enough trust so that
people will be willing to talk about their character issues.
GOAL
Your goal for this session is to give people a safe environment in which to talk about their
character struggles without being judged or rejected, so that they will get help from God
and support from other members of the group.
SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
If the people in your group have not built good relationships or they don’t feel safe, they
many not talk openly about their struggles. However, if they do, you may be talking about
some difficult subjects in this session. Do not be quick to give advice or to try to solve
people’s problems on the spot. Character issues require dependence on God and time. Try
to come along side people to help them, but encourage them to take ownership of their
own issues.
Note: If you have not previously talked about confidentiality rules for the group, you may
need to go over some. We suggest that whatever anyone else says in the group stays in
the group, but that the leader reserves the right to consult the pastor on any issue that he
or she has questions about.
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PLAN FOR THE MEETING
1. Facilitate Relationship Building: Continue finding ways to build relationships.
2. Open in Prayer: Get everyone together and pray to signal that it’s time to start. Invite
God to set the agenda for the meeting.
4. Welcome and Logistics: Welcome everyone and take care of any logistics at this time.
5. Icebreaker: “Who is your favorite hero from movies or fiction? Why? ”
6. Scripture: Read 2 Timothy 3:16-17, or ask someone in the group to read it. As you did
the previous week, invite people to talk about what stands out to them in the passage.
All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting
and training in righteousness, so that the servant of God may be thoroughly
equipped for every good work.
7. Questions: The questions follow the same pattern as in the previous session.
Encourage everyone to talk and open up, but don’t allow any one person to dominate the
discussion.
a.“How much of a problem do you think underlying character issues are in our
culture? Explain.” This is a safe observation question that will show people’s
attitude regarding character.
b.“Do you find it easy to identify with Samson’s struggles, or do you have a
hard time understanding how someone God picked for a purpose would
waste his gifts? Explain.” Though people will be talking about someone else,
their empathy for Samson or lack of it will reveal their attitudes toward the
character issue.
c. “Myers discussed solid lines versus dotted lines to describe the boundaries
God has drawn for his followers. What kind of analogy, if any, have you used
in the past to think about or describe what God does not want you to do? ”
Some people may have given this a lot of thought, and their comments will help
you understand their maturity and theology.
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People who have not considered this in the past will be prompted to think about
where God may be asking them to grow in character.
d. “To use Myers’ language, where has God drawn a dotted line in your life,
and how did you come to recognize it? ” This question asks people to get
personal, but to talk about the past, which feels safer to them than talking about
the present.
e. “Which of the four practices mentioned in the chapter do you find most
difficult to do and why:
s 0AY THEN 0LAY
s 7IN 4HREE 3ECOND 7INDOWS
s (AVE .O 3ECRET 7ORLD OR
s 0UT 0URITY /VER 0ASSION
This question invites people to be honest, but it doesn’t require them to be too
specific if they don’t want to be. However, someone may really open up; you
need to be ready to appropriately encourage the person or manage the dynamics
of the group if the subject area is a difficult one.
f. “Where in life do you wish you could have a second chance? ” This asks
people to be very vulnerable.
g. “In what area of life do you find yourself having to fight the hardest when it
comes to character? How do you want to change? ” This is very personal and
may be the single most important question you ask during the Home Run study.
Don’t allow others in the group to judge people’s issues to try to solve their
problems. Do let people know that you are going to have time at the end of the
session to pray for these issues.
8. Assignment: Ask everyone to read chapter 7 of Home Run: “Second Base: How to Win
With Others.”
9. Closing Prayer: This prayer time is going to be different from previous weeks. You are
going to invite people to make specific prayer requests for themselves related to
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character struggles. As people speak their requests, make a note for yourself on a piece of

paper with the name of the person making the request along with a word or two to
remind you of what they asked people to pray for. Take requests from everyone who
desires to make one. You may want to make a request for yourself.
At this point, you have some choices about how to pray:
a. Invite Others to Pray for Individuals: Ask, “Who would like to pray for
[person’s name] about [person’s issue]? ” When someone volunteers, thank
them and then ask who will pray for the next person. Do that for the entire list.
If no one offers to pray for any of the prayer requests, you volunteer to pray for
that person.
b. Pray for Everyone Yourself: If your group has been reluctant to pray aloud, you
can ask people to pray for one or more people in the coming week on their own.
Meanwhile, you pray for everyone on the list.
This may lead to a long prayer time, so please make sure you preserve time for it. Don’t
rush the group and miss the power of praying for one another and inviting God to help
people.
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WEEK 6
_
“ S E CO N D B A S E : H O W T O W IN W I T H O T H E R S ”
_
FOCUS.
“Home Run lists four essentials for training in relational health and fitness. In
this current season, which would you most like to focus on improving and why:
s 6ALUING /THERS -ORE THAN 9OURSELF
s 'IVING -ORE 4HAN 9OU 4AKE
s &ORGIVING 7HAT 9OU #ANT &ORGET OR
s ,ETTING 'OD #HANGE 0EOPLE v
This is personal, but it may feel a little bit less heavy than the character questions
asked last week.
Relationships impact every area of our lives. The place we feel the impact most acutely is
in family—as children, parents, and spouses. This week’s session looks primarily at family
of origin in setting the tone for people relationally and invites people to grow at second
base without focusing in on one particular type of relationship
GOAL
Your goal for this session is to help people identify where they most need to grow
relationally and take action to improve in that area.
SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
We live in a culture of broken relationships. A startling number of people come from
broken homes, as Kevin Myers did. To many of them, dysfunction and brokenness seem
normal. You can help people by showing them that God desires whole relationships and
encouraging them to take responsibility for repairing relationships and loving people.
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PLAN FOR THE MEETING
1. Facilitate Relationship Building: Continue finding ways to build relationships.
2. Open in Prayer: Get everyone together and pray to signal that it’s time to start. Invite
God to set the agenda for the meeting.
3. Welcome and Logistics: Welcome everyone and take care of any logistics at this time.
4. Icebreaker: “What is one of your favorite childhood memories? Tell the story.” This
can be a lot of fun and set the tone for the session which will later ask people to open up
about relationships.
5. Scripture: Read 1 John 4: 19-21, or ask someone in the group to read it. As you did the
previous week, invite people to talk about what stands out to them in the passage.
We love because he first loved us. Whoever claims to love God yet hates a
brother or sister is a liar. For whoever does not love their brother and sister,
whom they have seen, cannot love God, whom they have not seen. And he has
given us this command: Anyone who loves God must also love their brother
and sister.
6. Questions: As always, encourage everyone to talk and open up.
a. “Do you have any healthy role models you know personally when it comes
to relationships? If so, describe what you admire about them.” Most people
can identify someone who models this, and they are usually glad to talk about
people they admire.
b. “Is your background more like that of Kevin Myers or John Maxwell?
Explain.” People’s history and perception of themselves in the area of
community strongly influences how they interact with other people.
c. “If there was an elephant in the room in your family of origin, are you
willing to tell what it was and how you think it impacted you? Does it ever
cause you to overreact to others the way Myers described in the story about
his injured finger?” This is getting to very personal question quickly in this
session. The hope is that people feel comfortable after six weeks in the group
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together.
d. “Myers says that Jacob’s family started to get over their dysfunction when
Joseph got healthy and started living according to God’s guidelines. What
would it take for you to become that person for your family?” This question
is targeted more toward the people with the greatest difficulties in relationships.
It offers hope for change and provides a chance for them to commit to taking
personal responsibility for growth in this area.
e. “Home Run lists four essentials for training in relational health and fitness.
In this current season, which would you most like to focus on improving and
why:
s 6ALUING /THERS -ORE THAN 9OURSELF
s 'IVING -ORE 4HAN 9OU 4AKE
s &ORGIVING 7HAT 9OU #ANT &ORGET OR
s ,ETTING 'OD #HANGE 0EOPLE v
This is personal, but it may feel a little bit less heavy than the character
questions asked last week.
f. “What specific action are you willing to commit to doing in the coming week
to improve or change in the area you just identified? ” The key to change is
following through. Encourage people to take action. During the next session, you
will ask them about how they did.

8. Assignment: Ask everyone to read chapter 8 of Home Run: “Third Base: How to Win
Results.”
9. Closing Prayer: Open the floor for prayer requests as you did in the last session,
asking for people to pray for one another. In addition, offer to pray for people in the
group who feel they do not possess a heart for people. As you close the prayer time,
pray for each of those people by name asking God to increase their love for others.
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WEEK 7
_
“ T HIR D B A S E : H O W T O W IN R E S U LT S ”
_
FOCUS
There is a disconnect in our culture. On the one hand, teams give out trophies to kids
just for showing up. On the other hand, many people in the work world believe results
are everything. Neither aligns with God’s perspective. Results matter, and third base
is important to God, but He wants us to win results after dependence, character, and
relationships.
GOAL
Your goal for this session is to help people identify where their perspective about work
and career may be off base. Some people aren’t giving their best; others are sacrificing too
much. Encourage people to commit to changing so they can live God’s way.
SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
You may have a broad spectrum of attitudes toward work in your group, from classic
workaholic executives, to get-ahead workers with multiple jobs, to slackers who simply
show up for a check, to stay at home moms or dads. It may be difficult to include every
type of person with every question, but do your best to engage everyone and encourage
each person to make appropriate adjustments to run the bases God’s way.
Plan for the Meeting
1. Facilitate Relationship Building: Continue finding ways to build relationships.

2. Open in Prayer: Get everyone together and pray to signal that it’s time to start. Invite
God to set the agenda for the meeting.
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4. Welcome and Logistics: Welcome everyone and take care of any logistics at this time.
5. Icebreaker: “What was your first job? Describe it and tell how you did at it.” This
can lead to a lot of great stories and be a lot of fun for the group.

6. Scripture: Read Matthew 6:31-33, or ask someone in the group to read it. As you did
the previous week, invite people to talk about what stands out to them in the passage.
So do not worry, saying, ‘What shall we eat?’ or ‘What shall we drink?’ or
‘What shall we wear?’ For the pagans run after all these things, and your
heavenly Father knows that you need them. But seek first his kingdom and his
righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well.
7. Questions: As always, encourage everyone to talk and open up.
a. “How would you describe how you have handled the pace of progress in
your career up to now? ” Most people will be honest about this, whether
positive or negative.
b. “In general would you say that you tend to give too much time and attention
to your work or too little? Explain.” This is a pretty personal question, but
most people are usually willing to talk about this subject pretty openly.
c. Which of the four lessons from John Maxwell do you have the most difficult
time practicing:
s "RING Your Talent to the Table,
s $ONT ,ET 9OUR &AILURE "E &INAL
s %ARN 9OUR +EEP %VERY $AY OR
s (AVE A &UNERAL AND 'ET A .EW $REAM
The four choices will probably include people who are envious of others’ jobs, are
discouraged in their career, are not motivated to work hard, and need to change
course. It may not include people who work too much. Try to include those people
in the next question.
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d. “How would you need to change in order to put third base in its appropriate
place in your life—after winning with God at home plate, winning within at
first base, and winning with others at second base? ” This may be tough for
people to answer because they may still have a hard time defining the
“appropriate place” for work. For some it may mean giving less time to work. For
others it may mean being willing to learn the ropes. And for others it may mean
trading a sling for a sword.
e. “What specific action are you willing to commit to doing in the coming
week to improve to put the bases in the right order? ” The key to change is
following through. Encourage people to take action. During the next session,
you will ask them about how they did.
8. Assignment: Ask everyone to read chapter 9 of Home Run: “Scoring: How to Keep
Living and Winning God’s Way.”
9. Closing Prayer: Open the floor for prayer requests as you did in the last session,
asking for people to pray for one another.
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WEEK 8
_
“ S CO R IN G : H O W T O K E E P L I V IN G A N D W IN NIN G
GO D ’ S WAY ”
_
FOCUS
This week’s session is likely to create more questions than it answers for most people
in the group. The question of purpose for one’s life is no small thing, and it takes time to
discover and unfold. Try to help people to think about whether the life they are living is
rooted in eternity and is serving God or themselves.
GOAL
Your goal for this session is to help people to start thinking about aligning their purpose
with God’s purpose for them if they haven’t already started on it. Try to get a commitment
from every person to seek God’s direction in this.
SPIRITUAL INSIGHTS
Once again, you may have quite a cross section of perspectives and experiences in your
group. Encourage the people to talk who’ve given this a lot of thought and who have made
adjustments in their life to live for God. Encourage others to explore, not out of guilt, but
out of the desire for a greater calling and a stronger sense of fulfillment.
PLAN FOR THE MEETING
1. Open in Prayer: Get everyone together and pray to signal that it’s time to start. Invite
God to set the agenda for the meeting.
2. Acknowledge the Relational Bonds that Have Been Built: Acknowledge and celebrate
the relationships that have been built in the group over the eight weeks.
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3. Logistics: If you plan to continue the group or stay in touch in the future, talk about
those things at this time.
4. Icebreaker: “Who is the person you admire most in the world and why? ”
5. Scripture: There are two passages this week:
Mark 12:29-31
“The most important one,” answered Jesus, “is this: ‘Hear, O Israel: The Lord
our God, the Lord is one. Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with
all your soul and with all your mind and with all your strength.’ The second is
this: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’ There is no commandment greater than
these.”
1 Corinthians 10:31
So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God.
Read them or ask someone in the group to do so. Then invite people to talk about what
stands out to them from the passages.
6. Questions: As always, encourage everyone to talk and open up.
a. “Do you think it would be possible for people to run the bases the right way
and still get stuck at third base and miss the greater purpose for their life?
Explain.” Though this asks people to describe others, it still may help someone
who is not living for God to recognize that fact.
b. “Why do you think it’s such a struggle for most people to focus on storing up
treasure in heaven instead of trying possess treasures on earth? ” This
question asks for people’s observations, but will likely get them thinking about
their own actions.
c. “Of the four things Myers says we must do for God’s glory in order to lead to
a home run in life, which do you think God is currently asking you to focus
on:
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s $O WHAT YOU WERE CREATED TO DO
s 'IVE YOURSELF AWAY
s )NVITE OTHERS INTO THE FAITH JOURNEY OR
s (ELP OTHERS DISCOVER WHAT THEY WERE CREATED TO DO
Most people will probably not have figured out what they were created to do for
God’s glory. Try to help them do that.
d. “How do you figure out how to use your gifts and experience in the service
of God? ” Let this question generate a good long discussion. If there are people
in the group who have wrestled through this issue, ask them to share their
experiences. Encourage others to ask questions. People may not settle this issue
quickly, but if you can help them get started in figuring it out, you will help them
greatly.
e. “What specifically do you think you must change for you to live a home run
life according to God’s standard and His definition of success? What step are
you willing to take today in that direction? ” Encourage people to commit to
whatever changes God asks of them.
7. Assignment: Ask everyone to spend some time with God seeking His will for their
lives and asking that He reveal their purpose.
8. Closing Prayer: Open the floor for prayer requests as you did in the last session,
asking for people to pray for one another. When you close in prayer, ask God to help
everyone find and fulfill their purpose.
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